
Controlling logical scope in text generation

Abstract

Many applications of Natural Language Gen�
eration employ object�oriented knowledge rep�
resentation formalisms such as loom� Each
entity in the domain is represented by an ob�
ject belonging to a speci�ed class and possess�
ing attributes suitable for that class� From a
logical viewpoint� domain entities correspond
to existentially quanti�ed variables� but since
loom and kindred formalisms provide no scop�
ing mechanisms� it has to be assumed that all
variables have wide scope� For technical ma�
terial including conditional� negative or modal
contexts this is a serious limitation� We sug�
gest a simple extensions to standard object�
oriented formalisms which allow encoding of
logical scope� and show how logically complex
material can be edited using the �wysiwym� ap�
proach�

� Introduction

Many Natural Language Generation �nlg	 ap�
plications �Paris et al�� 
��� Bateman� 
���	
encode the content of the generated texts in an
object�oriented knowledge representation for�
malism� such as loom �MacGregor and Bates�

���	� In loom and kindred languages� a dis�
tinction is made between the �T�box�� which de�
�nes the classes to which objects may belong�
and the �A�box�� which describes the properties
of speci�c entities belonging to these classes�
The T�box serves as an ontology that deter�
mines the semantic coverage of the system the
A�box represents the content of a generated
text� or perhaps a wider body of knowledge from
which this content is drawn�

The semantic network in �gure 
 shows a sim�
ple A�box that could underlie the sentence �

�Throughout the paper� our examples will be taken

contain cream patient
SUBJECT OWNER
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agent
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Figure 
� A�box for simple assertion

Your cream contains an antiviral agent
called aciclovir

Each node of the network represents an entity
the node label represents the class of the entity
outgoing arcs represent its properties� In a lan�
guage like loom� the A�box would be encoded
through a set of assertions�

�tell �contain u��
�subject u� u��
�cream u��
�owner u� u��
�patient u��

�object u� u��
�antiviral�agent u��
�name u� u��
�aciclovir u���

How should such a set of assertions be inter�
preted logically� The usual assumption is that
the �entities� u�� u� etc� �or the nodes in �gure

	 should be treated as existentially quanti�ed
variables with wide scope� Under this assump�
tion� the content of the A�box could be repre�
sented by a single predicate calculus formula�

��u��u��u��u��u� contain�u�	
�subject�u�� u�	 � cream�u�	

from the domain of Patient Information Lea�ets� the in�
struction slips inside medicine packets�
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Figure �� A�box for conditional instruction

�owner�u�� u�	 � patient�u�	
�object�u�� u�	 � antiviral�u�	
�name�u�� u�	 � aciclovir�u�	�

So far so good� but what happens when an
assertion contains an variable with narrow
scope� This happens often in instructional do�
mains such as patient information lea�ets� in
which conditional� negative and modal contexts
abound� Consider for example the instruction

If you develop a rash� you should con�
sult your doctor�

for which a plausible logical form is

��p�d doctor�p� d	 �
���r rash�r	 � develop�p� r	��
�consult�p� d	��

The rash r cannot be assigned wide scope here
without implying that it is a �real� entity� like
the patient and the doctor� rather than a hypo�
thetical entity bound to the antecedent of the
conditional�

Attempts have been made to generate such
sentences from a loom knowledge base� The
penman Generalized Upper Model �Bateman
et al�� 
���	 allows abstract entities represent�
ing logical relations� by providing classes equiva�
lent to the logical operators of implication and
obligation �the concept names actually used
in the Upper Model are logical�condition

and necessity	� An A�box that approximately
represents the meaning of the conditional in�
struction can therefore be de�ned� as in �gure
�� However� this A�box fails to indicate that the
patient and doctor entities have wide scope
while the rash entity has narrow scope�

This paper has two aims� First� we propose
a simple method by which an object�oriented
knowledge formalism like loom can be aug�
mented in order to represent scope distinctions�
Secondly� we show how the augmented knowl�
edge representation can be edited by the �wysi�
wym� method �Power and Scott� 
��� Scott et
al�� 
���	� so allowing authors who are not logi�
cians or knowledge engineers to encode logically
complex knowledge�

� Logical context

Since the beginning of modern logic� network di�
agrams have been employed as convenient repre�
sentations of logical form with implicit existen�
tial quanti�cation� Pierce�s Existential Graphs
�Roberts� 
���	 were introduced in 
��� ac�
cording to Sowa �
���	 they are formally equiv�
alent to Discourse Representation Structures
�drss	 �Kamp� 
��
	� In both notations� scop�
ing assignments are made by binding entities
and relationships to logical contexts� represented
by �oval enclosures� in Existential Graphs and
by �boxes� �or drss	 in Discourse Representa�
tion Theory� Sowa�s more elaborate Concep�
tual Graph notation represents logical contexts
through complex �proposition� nodes which en�
close sub�networks� Hendrix �
���	 has pro�
posed a similar notation in which the nodes
and arcs of a semantic network are assigned to
�spaces�� but since he allows these spaces to over�
lap� his diagrams cannot always be drawn un�
ambiguously on a plane�

All these representations are capable of ex�
pressing scope distinctions� so the choice among
them is dictated mainly by convenience� We
will adopt here the drt framework� which has
been employed in much recent work in linguis�
tics� Figure � shows a drt diagram for the sen�
tence �If you develop a rash you should consult
your doctor�� For readers unfamiliar with drt�
the conventions of the diagram will be explained
brie�y� It contains four boxes labelled K���K��
�ve discourse referents �u�� u�� u�� u�� u�	 each
assigned to the universe of a box� ten simple
conditions in predicate�argument form� and two
complex conditions based on the logical opera�
tors of implication ��	 and necessity ��	� Intu�
itively� each box represents a logical context in�
volving some entities �discourse referents	 that
belong to its universe� The outer box K� repre�
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Figure �� DRS for a conditional instruction

sents the context a�rmed by the author of the
patient information lea�et it includes the pa�
tient u�� the patient�s doctor u�� three simple
condition presenting properties of these refer�
ents� and a complex condition presenting the
conditional instruction� The instruction in its
turn contains a box K� describing a hypotheti�
cal context in which the patient develops a rash�
A crucial idea in drt is that a referent may be
cited only in logical contexts that are accessible
from the box to which it is bound� For instance
the rash u�� which is bound to the hypothetical
context K�� could occur within a simple con�
dition in any of the boxes subordinated to K�

�i�e� K� and K�	� but not in the outer box K��
Intuitively� to cite u� within K� would imply
that the rash de�nitely existed� in which case
u� should have been bound to K�� not to K��

� Scoped semantic network

What is the minimum information that need be
added to the A�box in �gure � in order to rep�
resent fully the logical form of the conditional
instruction� as shown by the drs in �gure ��
This question can be addressed by seeking a
procedure for interpreting a semantic network
like �gure � as a drs� and noting exactly where
this procedure stalls�

The �rst step in interpreting �gure � as a drs
is to distinguish nodes that express simple con�
ditions from ones that express complex condi�
tions� This is straightforward� the T�box classi�
�cation should distinguish logical operators like

implication and obligation from non�logical
entities like actions or physical objects� so in �g�
ure � we can conclude that u� and u� express
complex conditions while all other nodes express
simple conditions�

The second step is to pair some nodes with
drt boxes this can be done by applying two
rules�

� The root of the network is paired with the
outer box K��

� If a node expresses a complex condition�
its direct descendents �i�e� the values of its
attributes	 are paired with boxes�

In �gure �� these rules yield four boxes� K� is
paired with u�� the root of the network K� and
K� are paired with u� and u�� the direct descen�
dents of the implication u� and K� is paired
with u�� the direct descendent of the obligation
u��

The third step is to place each complex con�
dition in the correct box� so obtaining the box
structure in �gure �� Again two rules su�ce�

� If a node uA expressing a complex condi�
tion is paired with a box KA� the complex
condition should be placed in KA�

� If uA is not paired with a box� we �nd the
nearest ancestor uB that is paired with a
box KB � and place the complex condition
expressed by uA in KB � �There must be
a unique nearest ancestor� since a network



is ill�formed if there are two paths leading
from the root node to a node expressing a
complex condition�	

Applying these rules to �gure �� we can place
the implication u� in K�� and the obligation u�
in K�� the consequent of the implication�

The fourth step is to bind each referent rep�
resented by a node in �gure � to the correct
box� We can ignore the nodes expressing com�
plex conditions �u� and u�	� since abstract en�
tities of this kind are usually omitted from drt

diagrams� Among the other nodes� we can dis�
tinguish nodes paired with boxes �u� and u�	
from the rest �u�� u� and u�	� The former will
be called �xed referents� the latter �oating ref�
erents� The scope of a �xed referent is deter�
mined� it must be bound to the box it is paired
with� Thus u� must be assigned to the universe
of K�� and u� must be assigned to the universe
of K�� For �oating referents there may be a
choice� By applying drt accessibility rules� a
set of potential scopes can be calculated for each
�oating referent if this set contains more than
one box the scope of the network is underspec�
i�ed� and so the network fails to determine a
unique drs�

We now have an answer to our original ques�
tion� to interpret an A�box like �gure � as a drs�
each �oating referent must be assigned a scope�
Since �xed referents are paired with boxes� this
can be done by linking each �oating referent to
a �xed referent that belongs to its set of po�
tential scopes we will call the result a �scoped
semantic network�� In �gure �� scope assign�
ments are shown by dotted arcs as an aid to
visualization� �oating referents are represented
by ovals and �xed referents �paired with boxes	
by rectangles�

Having assigned each referent to a box� the
�fth and �nal step is to place the simple con�
ditions in the correct boxes� Simple conditions
are of two kinds� assertions of class member�
ship such as consult�u�	 and attributions such
as actor�u�� u�	� the former expressed by nodes
in the network and the latter by arcs� We as�
sume that if a referent u is bound to a box K�
then all simple conditions describing properties
of u �i�e� its class and its attributes	 should be
placed in K� Thus actor�u�� u�	 is placed in K�

because it describes a property of u�� which is
bound to K�� In general� any simple condition
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Figure �� A�box with scope assignments

of the form r�uA� uB	 is placed in the box to
which uA is bound� even if uB is bound to a
di�erent box�

It might seem that this assumption is too
strong� By comparison� Hendrix �
���	 binds
each arc as well as each node to a logi�
cal context consequently� a partioned seman�
tic network would allow the simple conditions
consult�u�	� actor�u�� u�	 and actee�u�� u�	 to
be bound to three di�erent boxes� whereas a
scoped semantic network constrains them to ap�
pear in the same box� However� this apparent
limitation is actually a useful simpli�cation in
an A�box that rei�es relations like develop and
consult� In a logic textbook� the three simple
conditions in K� would typically be collapsed
into a single formula consult�u�� u�	 in drt the
notation u� � consult�u�� u�	 is sometimes used
if there is a subsequent reference to the con�
sulting event itself� Obviously this single condi�
tion cannot be distributed among several boxes�
so our assumption causes no loss of expressive
power compared with the normal drt notation�

� Scope constraints

Inwysiwym editing an A�box is built top�down
starting from the root node� Having decided
that the root node should be �say	 an entity of
type implication� the author is presented with
a feedback text indicating that an antecedent
and a consequent must be speci�ed�

If this situation holds� this conse�

quence results�

The phrases in bold face are mouse�sensitive an�
chors marking un�lled attributes by clicking on
an anchor� the author can view the classes to



which a suitable �ller may belong� and choose
one of them to create the �ller� Every time a
choice is made� the feedback text is updated and
new editing options are o�ered� By successive
choices on anchors� the author can build up a
complete network such as �gure �� However� as
we have seen� for logically complex material a
standard A�box such as �gure � is insu�cient�
To de�ne the desired meaning completely� the
author must somehow assign scopes to the �oat�
ing referents� as in �gure ��

The control of scope during editing raises sev�
eral tricky problems�


� When should the options be presented�
Should a scoping decision be required
whenever a new entity is introduced� or
should the system allow the scope to be
left temporarily unspeci�ed�

�� How can the decision be presented in a way
that non�logicians can understand�

�� How should the editing operations of Cut
and Paste a�ect scoping assignments� Sup�
pose for example that in �gure � u� was
assigned the scope u�� what would happen
if either u� or u� were removed from the
main network by a Cut operation�

�� How should the system react if the author
attempts an editing operation that would
be illegal under the current scoping assign�
ments� Should it forbid the operation� or
o�er the operation on condition that some
scopes are reassigned�

As an illustration of the last problem� suppose
that the author has constructed the network in
�gure �� except that the actor arc from u� has
not yet been directed to the patient node u�
and suppose further that the author �probably
by mistake	 has bound u� to the local context
K�� The resulting feedback text might be

If this person develops a rash� a pa�
tient should consult his�her doctor�

In wysiwym editing� an existing entity can
be copied into an un�lled attribute by select�
ing a phrase denoting the entity �e�g� �the pa�
tient�	� choosing �Copy� from the pop�up menu�
selecting the anchor denoting the un�lled at�
tribute �this person	 and choosing �Paste� �van

Deemter and Power� 
���	� Allowing this oper�
ation would install the patient as the actor of
the develop action u� unfortunately it would
also violate drt scoping rules� since a simple
condition actor�u�� u�	 in K� would now cite a
referent u� bound to a box �K�	 that is inacces�
sible from K��

All four problems listed above can be solved
�or at least alleviated	 by introducing a further
simplifying assumption�

Every �oating referent must either be
bound to the outer box K�� or must be
interpreted in situ �i�e� bound to the
narrowest of its potential scopes	�

With this assumption� the author need no
longer provide an exact scoping decision it suf�
�ces to distinguish �Global scope� �assignment
to K�	 from �Free scope�� By adopting free
scope as a default� all we require from the au�
thor is a decision over which �oating variables
should be bound to K�� Such a decision cannot
violate accessibility constraints� since the outer
box is always among the potential scopes of a
�oating referent� It can also be presented in a
way more familiar to non�logicians� as a distinc�
tion between �real� entities� which �according to
the text	 de�nitely exist� and �hypothetical� en�
tities� which might or might not exist� Refer�
ents that have been cut to the bu�er can retain
their global�free status� and interpreted accord�
ingly if they are pasted back into the main net�
work� Finally� in the situation described above�
the patient referent u�� with its scope left free�
could be copied without inconsistency into the
actor attribute on u� by removing K� and K�

from its set of potential scopes� this operation
would in e�ect change the exact scope assigned
to u� from K� to K��

� Controlling scope during editing

We now show in detail how an author might con�
struct the scoped network in �gure � �equivalent
to the drs in �gure �	 by wysiwym editing�
The method described above has been imple�
mented fully in the xxxxx system� which gen�
erates patient information lea�ets for simplicity
we assume that the system has been con�gured
to generate a single instruction only rather than
a complete lea�et� On starting a new A�box� the
author sees the feedback text



Follow this instruction�

implying that the root of the network should be
some kind of instruction of course the aim of
wysiwym to present such information in ordi�
nary English �or ordinary French� etc�	� avoid�
ing technical terms like �network� or �A�box��
Opening the anchor yields a list of instruction
types

action
conditional
procedure
warning
� � �

from which the author should select �condi�
tional� probably these alternatives could be
worded in a way that was more accessible to the
intended users� but we will not pursue this issue
here� The A�box is now updated by creating an
implication entity with unde�ned antecedent
and consequent� and the feedback text is regen�
erated to show the new editing options�

If this situation holds� this conse�

quence results�

The anchors may be developed in any order� but
we assume that the author clicks �rst on this

situation �

allergic
develop
pregnant
� � �

and chooses a situation of type develop� thus
specifying the node u� in �gure �� Since it de�
scends directly from a complex condition� u� is
a �xed referent� so there is no need to o�er the
author an editing operation for controlling its
scope� The feedback text changes to

If this person develops this symp�

tom� this consequence results�

whereupon the author might click on this per�

son

doctor
nurse
patient
pharmacist
� � �

�To save space� just a few alternatives are shown�
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Figure �� Scoped network during editing

and choose �patient�� thus specifying u� ��gure
�	� This time� the newly speci�ed node descends
from a simple condition� so it represents a �oat�
ing referent� The current network implies three
boxes� linked to the nodes u� �the root	� u� �the
antecedent of a complex condition	 and u� �the
consequent	 by drt rules� u� could be bound
either to K� or K� �represented in the network
by u� and u� respectively	� However� since a
newly introduced referent has free scope� it is
initially bound to u�� the narrowest of its po�
tential scopes� The resulting network ��gure �	
is presented through an updated feedback text

If a patient develops this symptom�
this consequence results�

in which the inde�nite description �a patient�
suggests that the instruction is addressed to any
patient� not speci�cally to the patient reading
the lea�et� Since this is not the desired mean�
ing� the author can now click on �a patient��

Cut
Copy
Global scope

When a text span expresses a node of speci�
�ed type �i�e� it is not an anchor	� the associ�
ated menu always o�ers the options �Cut� and
�Copy� in addition� for a �oating referent� it of�
fers �Global scope� if the referent is currently un�
constrained� and �Free scope� if it is constrained�
�Again� we will eventually word this option in a
more accessible way�	 Selecting �Global scope�
modi�es �gure � by redirecting the dotted arc



to u�� thus binding u� to the outer box K� in
the corresponding drs� Making the reasonable
assumption that a patient entity in K� denotes
the reader� the system can now update the feed�
back text as follows�

If you develop this symptom� this
consequence results�

To complete the antecedent� the author clicks
on this symptom and chooses �rash��

If you develop a rash� this conse�

quence results�

This time� the default scope assigned to the
newly speci�ed referent u� is appropriate� so
the author develops the consequent by choos�
ing �obligation� and then �consult��

If you develop a rash� this action

should be performed�

If you develop a rash� this person

should consult this person�

At this point� an inexperienced author might err
by clicking on the �rst anchor this person and
selecting �patient�� The resulting feedback text
reveals the nature of the error�

If you develop a rash� another patient
should consult this person�

a new patient has been introduced instead of
referring back to the original one� To undo the
mistake� the author should select �Cut� on the
phrase �another patient�� so reverting to the pre�
vious feedback text� and then click on �you�

Cut
Copy
Free scope

and select �Copy�� �Note that the rescoping
option is now �Free scope� rather than �Global
scope�� since the scope of the patient referent
u� was constrained earlier�	 Clicking on the an�
chor this person will now yield a menu that
includes a �Paste� option in addition to the list
of permitted types�

Paste
doctor
nurse
patient
pharmacist
� � �

The result of selecting �Paste� is to install u�
�the copied referent	 as the value of the actor
attribute on u� ��gure �	�

If you develop a rash� you should con�
sult this person�

It remains to de�ne the person that should be
consulted� by choosing �doctor� and then past�
ing in the patient again�

If you develop a rash� you should con�
sult a doctor of this person�

If you develop a rash� you should con�
sult a doctor of yours�

The doctor referent still has free scope� so it is
bound to its local context u� �paired with the
drt box K�	� However� the intended meaning
is not just any doctor that the patient might
have� but his�her actual doctor� The author
should therefore click on �a doctor of yours� and
select �Global scope� to complete the network in
�gure ��

If you develop a rash� you should con�
sult your doctor�

� Conclusions

We have argued three main points�

� Knowledge bases in nlg applications often
fail to represent the scopes of existentially
quanti�ed variables�

� The standard A�box used in loom and sim�
ilar languages can represent logically com�
plex propositions if each ��oating referent�
is bound by a scoping relation to an acces�
sible ��xed referent� the resulting network
can be interpreted as a drs�

� The task of constructing a logically com�
plex proposition can be conveniently sim�
pli�ed� for users who are not trained in
logic or knowledge engineering� by requir�
ing only a decision between �global� and
�free� scope� with free scope serving as the
default�

These proposals have been implemented in
xxxxx� a system that uses wysiwym editing in
order to de�ne the content of patient informa�
tion lea�ets� An important task for future re�
search is to evaluate whether the system can be



used reliably by our intended authors � domain
experts in the pharmaceutical industry� In par�
ticular� we need to con�rm that non�logicians
can distinguish global scope from free scope�
and to �nd out how this distinction can be most
clearly presented�
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